
 Power Tilt Headrest
Take relaxation to the next level, by adding the Power 
Headrest.  This feature adjusts for superior comfort and 
support where you need it most, all at the push of a 
button.

Performa-WeaveTM

Performa-WeaveTM is an innovative cushion material exclusive to Best 
Home Furnishings made from a breathable matrix of synthetic fibers. 
Performa-WeaveTM keeps your recliner cool and comfortable from seat 
to feet. Its unique looped construction provides long-lasting resilience 
and spring-like comfort.

Custom Comfort
The Parker Collection features a zipper in the upper or lower back for 
access to the premium cushioning fibers. This allows you to add more 
for a firmer comfort or take some out for a plusher feel.

USA
MADE IN THE *

USB Charging
USB chargers featured in your recliner have extensively 
been tested to charge your mobile devices all while 
enjoying a movie, playing games or enjoying your favorite 
apps.

®

*Made in the USA of domestic 
& globally sourced components.

Shelby Sectional



RECLINER (LEFT ARM)  |  RECLINER (RIGHT ARM)
UNIT  SEAT
H: 44”  H: 20”
W: 43”  W: 30”
D: 41 ½”  D: 21”

FABRIC
Recliner (Left Arm) - M600R4L
Power with Power Tilt Headrest (Left Arm) - M600RZ4L
Recliner (Right Arm) - M600R4R
Power with Power Tilt Headrest (Right Arm) - M600RZ4R

ARMLESS CHAIR  |  ARMLESS RECLINER
UNIT  SEAT
H: 44”  H: 20”
W: 32”  W: 32”
D: 41 ½”  D: 21”

FABRIC
Armless Chair - M600RA
Armless Recliner - M600R4A
Power Armless Recliner with Power Tilt Headrest - M600RZ4A

CORNER WEDGE
UNIT  SEAT
H: 44”  H: 20”
W: 70 ½” W: 16”
D: 45”  D: 25”

FABRIC
Corner Wedge - M600RW

CONSOLE
UNIT
H: 39 ½”
W: 13"
D: 38”
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Our patented bracketing 
system prevents the units 
from being shifted and 
separating apart.

FABRIC
Console - M5RC

All measurements are approximate.BestHF.com

When it comes to the Shelby reclining sectional, the comfort level is HUGE.  With a seat width of 30”-32” there is room for you, your pet, your child or even cuddling with your significant other.  Add the right 
amount of pieces to your configuration to maximize seating, and you’ll be hosting movie night every week.  The Shelby reclining sofa is available as a manual recline that is gravity assisted with a outside handle, or 
upgrade to Power recline, and at the touch of a button, you can effortlessly relax at any position. If Power is your thing, then you’ll be pleasantly surprised to find the Power Tilt Headrest is great for supporting your 
head and neck while watching a movie or reading.  With a built-in USB charging station (on the power option) you’ll never have to worry about getting up again.

Shelby Sectional


